
one non zero mass

To discuss the phenomenology of neutrino
oscillations we start by considering the two
neutrino flavours (e,μ). Neutrinos are born and
detected via the weak interactions as "flavour or
weak eigen states", for example e and μ.
However, they propogate as "mass eigen states"
which have a distinct velocity labelled as ν₁, ν₂
but we do not know which mass eigenstate is
involved. For example in the case of nuclear β
decay.

If weak eigen states are rotated by an angle θ
wrt mass eigen states then

We can write the mass eigen states.

The mixing is parameterized by unitary matrix
called U,called PMNS(Pontecono-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata)matrix

The mass eigenstates have 
masses                    both have momentum P.

Time evolution state of        :
The time evolution of mass eigenstate is 
given by 

Transition Probability:
This is the transition probability in the two 
neutrino case

Analysis of equation:
A monoenergitic neutrino 
beam oscillate with amplitude

While having a wave number

For oscillation occur at
and at least 

one non zero mass is required

Ø Abstract
Thanks to compelling evidence that neutrinos can
change flavour, we now know that they have
nonzero masses, and that leptons mix. This non
zero mass leads towards the phenomena of neutrino
oscillation, which has great impact on our
understanding of the origin of the matter-
antimatter i.e CP asymmetry of the Universe. We
perform our analysis of CP operation, by assuming
the Dirac neutrinos without incorporating the Dirac
phase. We have found that there is no CP violation
effect (asymmetry), if we ignore Dirac phase(s). So
in order to incorporate asymmetries of universe we
have to incorporate Dirac phase. The research
conducted in this project opened new horizons and
may help us in finding the missing links and
ultimate cause of neutrino oscillation.
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vHow significant is the discovery of Neutrino
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vWhat are the neutrino flavors?

vWhat is Neutrino Oscillation?

vIt is fact that Neutrino is neutral particle then
is this its own anti particle?

Ø Introduction
vWhat is Neutrino?
The neutrinos are the ambiguously understood
constituents of matter. They are electrically neutral,
fermions and interact with other particles only
through the weak interaction.
vWhat are sources of Neutrino?
The sources of neutrinos are atmospheric neutrinos,
solar neutrinos, reactor and accelerators.
vHow significant is the discovery of Neutrino
mass?
Evidence has been found from different experiments
like SNO,Kamiokande etc that the neutrinos do have
nonzero masses, although these masses are
extremely tiny. The neutrinos are at least a million
times lighter than the next lightest particle – the
electron. However, the neutrinos contribution to the
energy/mass fraction of the universe is comparable
to that of stars.
vWhat are the neutrino flavors?
It has been confirmed from different experiments
that neutrinos exist in three flavors, corresponding
to the three families of the standard model. They are
named electron neutrino, muon neutrino, and tau
neutrino.

vWhat is Neutrino Oscillation?
Conversion of one flavor to another, neutrino
oscillation first proposed by Pontecorvo, it is a
quantum mechanical phenomena if the mass and
the flavor eigenstates of neutrinos are not same.

Neutrinos have the special property that they
born as flavor eigenstate, travel as mass eigenstate
and detect as flavor eigenstate.This indicates that
there is a linear superposition of flavor and mass
eigenstates. We are interested to calculate
probability of conversion from one flavor to another.
vIt is fact that Neutrino is neutral particle then
is this its own anti particle?
As neutrino is its own anti particle then question
arises is neutrino is (Majorana)or some charge
conjugation antiparticle exists like(Dirac).In order
to know that we apply charge conjugation and parity
operator.
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ØMathematical Technique:
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ØNumerical Estimate:
Atmospheric Neutrinos: Solar Neutrinos
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ØFor Anti Neutrino Case
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Transition Probability: 
This is the transition probability in the two
anti neutrino case
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ØConclusion:
The search for CP violation in lepton (LCPV)
sector is among the most important and top
priority goals in new millennium, because it may
help us to explain the development of the early
universe and provide the key to the matter-
dominated Universe. Keeping, importance of this
phenomena, we have performed CP analysis by
assuming Dirac neutron with zero phases as the
first step, and concluded that Dirac neutrino with
zero phase does not accommodate asymmetries of
universe. So in order explains the matter dominant
universe either we have to incorporate Dirac phase
or consider the Majorana nature of neutrino
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ØFor charge conjugated state of neutrino
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